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Executive Summary
For years, San Francisco has considered implementing a transit mall on Market Street from Van
Ness Avenue to the Embarcadero in order to improve transit times, increase the safety of
pedestrians and bicyclists, and promote economic development. Efforts to improve Market Street
have been underway ever since suburbanization trends began in the 1950s. Now the opportunity
truly exists to transform Market Street because of its scheduled repaving in 2015.

Various cities across the United States created transit malls. While these malls can succeed, they
can also fail. San Francisco has studied many ways to create a world-class boulevard, but there
has not been a substantial analysis of how and why other transit malls have succeeded or failed.
An in depth analysis of Denver’s 16th Street Mall and Sacramento’s K Street Mall reveals three
factors that can determine the success of a transit mall. First, it is important to have an active
management of the mall by creating a business improvement district where funds go towards
repairs, security, and maintenance. Transit malls also need an organization to promote and
arrange special events and draw people to the area. Finally, transit malls should be accompanied
by development in the neighborhoods surrounding the mall. Without the structure to promote,
maintain, and redevelop the area, most transit malls end up falling into disrepair.

Denver falls into the category of a successful transit mall. Current usage of the 16th Street Mall
has exceeded original goals by reducing transit time and attracting more people to the Mall.
Additionally, downtown Denver generates significant sales tax revenue, and their vacancy rate is
less than half the rate in the rest of the city. This success is attributed to the creation of the
Downtown Denver Partnership, which maintains the mall, provides on security, and organizes
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events. This public-private partnership was established before the mall opened, gaining most of
its funds from local property owners in their Business Improvement District. Now the
Partnership has grown, while helping reduce crime to its lowest rates in the area and creating
innovative programming that draws residents and tourists alike downtown. As a result, the
Downtown Denver Partnership has helped spur redevelopment in the area, making the 16th Street
Mall a destination.

Contrary to the successes in Denver, Sacramento’s K Street Mall has faltered and declined. In
fact, Sacramento just reopened K Street to cars in November 2011. They have been plagued by
high retail vacancy rates and declining sales tax revenues. However, Sacramento did not create a
central management district when the K Street Mall was created in 1971, nor when they
converted the pedestrian mall to a transit mall in 1987. In fact, their management, promotion, and
development strategies around K Street were not unified until the opening of the Downtown
Sacramento Partnership in 1995.

San Francisco can learn a lot from the experiences of Denver, Sacramento, and other cities that
have transit malls. There are a lot of people, agencies, and organizations that have a stake in the
outcome of a Market Street transit mall. By creating a central managing authority, the transit
mall will have more maintenance, security, and events to draw people to the street. This authority
will also be able to craft a strategy to deal with known obstacles like homelessness and petty
theft. In addition, this authority could help guide redevelopment in the surrounding
neighborhoods to make the Market Street corridor a prime destination.
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Overall, this analysis intends to help guide planners in San Francisco based on the experiences of
other cities. Data concludes that cities that implement a central managing authority while
constructing a transit mall, bringing together public and private interests, are much more likely to
succeed. These authorities have the ability to stay on top of crucial maintenance, create programs
to ensure the security of the guests, attract more foot traffic through innovative programming,
and boost the amount of development in the area.

Background
Pedestrian and Transit Malls
The 1960s through 1980s marked a period when many cities around the United States closed off
their streets to automobile traffic and built pedestrian malls. During that time, more than 200
pedestrian malls were created across the country, but only a handful of those malls remain
today1. These urban pedestrian malls were designed to compete with the suburban shopping
malls that were popping up all over the country. Virtually all the malls were built in areas
suffering from economic decline. Downtown’s in America were hurting and losing business
because Americans had transitioned to a suburban lifestyle, and they did not choose to travel into
the city to do their shopping. As the people continued to migrate to the suburbs, pedestrian malls
continued to fall into disrepair because there was a lack of interest in traveling to shop in
downtown urban areas.

Today, downtowns are growing again, and cities have become a desirable place to live. The
Brookings Institution reports that 84 percent of Americans now live in metropolitan areas, and

1

See Appendix A
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are growing faster than other areas of the United States2. The baby boomers (born 1946-1964)
and the millennials (born 1977-2003) have fueled downtown population growth over the past
decade, and are expected to continue living in urban areas.3 Car-free streets have been thriving in
many cities, but they have been re-envisioned to fit the needs of society. In North America, most
successful car-free streets are described as transit malls, which usually take the form of a single
street where automobiles are mostly prohibited, but transit vehicles are allowed. They are rarely
completely free of motor vehicles, and often the cross streets are open to motorized traffic. In
certain cities, taxis and truck deliveries are allowed on the transit mall.

Role of Streets
Streets are used for many different reasons including for travel, as a location for goods and
services, and as public spaces. Along the main thoroughfare in cities, it is common to find
offices, retail space, food, housing, and hotels. The quality of public space can be measured by
the number of people who come to the space and how much time they decide to spend there.
Great streets are ceremonial and well used by the general public.4 Above all, they are prosperous
locations for merchants and building owners.

Yet, cities face a unique challenge for attracting people downtown. As an international middle
class continues to emerge, our resources will continue to be strained and the costs of non-

2

Katz, B., and Bradley, J. (2008). Village Idiocy. The New Republic. Retrieved from
http://www.brookings.edu/articles/2008/1008_smalltowns_katz.aspx.
3
Downtown Sacramento Partnership. (n.d.). Strategic Action Plan. Sacramento, CA: DSP.
4
Jacobs, A.B. (1993). Great Streets. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
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renewable resources will continue to rise.5 Traditional suburban land use patterns will become
expensive and inefficient; so, cities are focusing on building more sustainable, transit-oriented
communities.

According to a study done in Portland, metropolitan areas are facing complex land-use,
transportation, and environmental quality problems that cannot be solved with simple measures.6
The study concluded that change can occur by melding a number of mutually supportive
strategies together. Transit malls cannot be viewed as the only solution to resolve downtown
business problems, or revitalize declining areas. Building a transit mall must be viewed as a step,
not an end result of a project to either redeem or retain the vitality and value of a downtown area.

The Issue
San Francisco is considering implementing a transit mall on Market Street from Van Ness
Avenue to the Embarcadero.7 The goal of developing this mall would be to reduce transit time
and improve transit reliability, improve the safety and circulation of pedestrians, create a safer
more inviting route for bicyclists, and promote economic development and neighborhood
vitality.8 This two-mile section of Market Street bisects and connects two distinct grid patterns

5

Downtown Sacramento Partnership (2007) Strategic Action Plan 2007-2011. Berkeley, CA:
Moore Iacofano Gotltsman, Inc.
6
1000 Friends of Oregon (1997, February). Making the Connections: A summary of the
LUTRAQ project (Vol. 7). Portland, OR: Government Printing Office.
7
See Appendix B for maps of the area.
8
San Francisco County Transportation Authority. (2009). Strategic Analysis Report:
Transportation Options for a Better Market Street. San Francisco, CA: SFCTA.
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in San Francisco. It is also designated as a transit preferential street under San Francisco’s
General Plan, which means there is an emphasis on moving transit vehicles, not cars.9

The Market Street Study Technical Report describes the role of Market Street as being an avenue
for moving huge numbers of people in every imaginable direction.10 Besides being a transit
preferential street, Market Street has been the center of an ongoing discussion about going carfree. The idea is coming to a crux now because Market Street is scheduled for repaving in 2015,
and that is when substantial construction can begin.11

Market Street is the spine of San Francisco. According to Jacobs, in his book Great Streets, there
are fewer major places to go on Market Street now than in it’s heyday.12 There were once major
stores and movie houses that were major destinations on Market Street. As time has progressed,
destinations have become decentralized and are now located in neighborhoods all over the City;
Market Street is no longer the only place for people to congregate, so it must provide a unique
experience to draw people to the area.

9

San Francisco Planning Department (n.d.) San Francisco General Plan: Transportation Policy
1.3. San Francisco, CA. Retrieved from http://www.sfplanning.org/ftp/general_plan/I4_Transportation.htm#TRA_GEN_1_3.
10
San Francisco County Transportation Authority. (n.d.). Market Street Study Technical Report:
Existing Conditions. San Francisco, CA: SFCTA.
11
San Francisco Department of Public Works, Bureau of Street-Use & Mapping. (2011). Utility
Excavation and Paving: 5 Year Plan. San Francisco, CA. Retrieved from
http://www.sfdpw.org/index.aspx?page=370.
12
Jacobs, A.B. (1993). Great Streets. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
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Market Street History
In 1847, Jasper O’Farrell developed a plan to cultivate Market Street.13 Since then, Market
Street has been the subject of many studies and the resulting upgrades. A few examples of the
reworking of Market Street include Daniel Burnham’s 1904 “City Beautiful” plan, and the 1955
Modernizing Downtown San Francisco plan from the department of City Planning.14 Until the
1960s, Market Street was a crowded and vibrant place with pedestrians, cars and transit, but the
suburbanization trends and development of highways had significant effects on the street and
San Francisco in general, similar to the urban decay trends that were happening all over the
country.

After the seven-year project to create the opening of the F Line began in the 1980s, local
government officials focused on the idea of restricting cars on Market Street. In 1990 the Board
of Supervisors urged a trial vehicle restriction on Market Street, which lead Supervisor Tom
Ammiano to commission a report gathering facts on restricting automobile traffic in 1998.15 The
Market Street Study and Action Plan from the Transportation Authority followed in 2004.16 Most
recently, the SFMTA began a pilot program that required right turns on Eastbound Market Street

13

Tumlin, J. (2011). A Walk Down Market Street. San Francisco, CA: SPUR. Retrieved from
http://www.spur.org/blog/2011-08-04/walk-down-market-street.
14
As cited in San Francisco County Transportation Authority. (2009). Strategic Analysis Report:
Transportation Options for a Better Market Street. San Francisco, CA: SFCTA.
15
San Francisco County Transportation Authority. (1998). Strategic Analysis Report: Restricting
Private Vehicle Traffic on Market Street. San Francisco, CA: SFCTA. Retrieved from http://
www.sfcta.org/images/stories/Planning/MarketSAR97.pdf.
16
San Francisco County Transportation Authority. (2004). Market Street Study Action Plan. San
Francisco, CA: SFCTA.
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at 10th and 6th Streets. Surface transit travel time improved by 5 percent after this project began,
and traffic was diverted onto surrounding streets without increased traffic congestion.17

Market Street’s Current Usage
It is important to understand how Market Street is currently being utilized before plans can be
made to alter the street. Market Street in San Francisco already has wide sidewalks and provides
easy access to transit. The street is much larger than most traditional streets, measuring 120 feet
from building front to building front. This allows for a good pedestrian environment, where the
busiest parts of the street have a typical 35 feet of sidewalk space.18 In addition to the sidewalk
space, Market Street currently has two layers of underground transit systems (BART and
MUNI), streetcars and buses, taxis, private vehicles, bicycles, and pedestrians.

Pedestrian, bicycling, and transit volumes are higher on Market Street than automobile traffic. In
fact, 80-85 percent of automobile traffic crosses Market Street, not traveling directly on it.19
According to the latest counts, more than 200,000 people walk on Market Street on a typical
weekday between 8am and 10pm.20 Additionally, 260,000 people pass through the underground
Market street BART and MUNI stations each weekday, and more than 70,000 people utilize the

17

San Francisco Municipal Transportation Authority. (2009). San Francisco 2009 Collisions
Report.Retrieved fromhttp://www.sfmta.com/cms/rtraffic/documents/Collision_report_2009.pdf.
18
See Appendix C
19
San Francisco County Transportation Authority. (n.d.). Market Street Study Technical Report:
Existing Conditions. San Francisco, CA: SFCTA.
20
San Francisco Planning Department. (2010). Walking, Bicycling & Public Space on Market
Street: A Public Space, public life study of San Francisco’s most important street. San Francisco,
CA: City and County of San Francisco. Retrieved from
http://www.bettermarketstreetsf.org/docs/MarketStreetReport.pdf.
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MUNI on Market Street’s surface.21 During rush hour, bicycle volumes reach 540 cyclists per
hour at certain intersections, a 41 percent increase since 2006.22 Yet, the average daily car traffic
on Market is only about 14,000 cars per day,23 and private automobile use has declined by 38
percent since 1990.24

In terms of transit, MUNI found that the average bus travels 15 percent slower than it should on
Market Street, with one line often delayed up to 33 percent.25 The technical report cited cars
blocking intersections and crosswalks as a major factor for delaying transit times. Specifically,
“Cars traveling in the left lane can cause up to 40 percent delays at some intersections,
blocking buses from reaching boarding islands. Cars turning right can delay buses behind
them by 35 percent during peak periods because of the volume of pedestrians crossing the
side streets. And, 50 percent of buses move from the right lane to the center lane to avoid
cars that are turning right, causing delays for center lane transit vehicles as well.”26

A combination of all the factors stated above illustrates that Market Street is already a transit
heavy street that could be good candidate for a transit mall. Should San Francisco decide to
move ahead with the idea of a transit mall, closing a street to automobile traffic could also have
21

San Francisco County Transportation Authority. (n.d.). Market Street Study Technical Report:
Existing Conditions. San Francisco, CA: SFCTA.
22
San Francisco County Transportation Authority. (2009). Strategic Analysis Report:
Transportation Options for a Better Market Street. San Francisco, CA: SFCTA.
23
Data taken from Department of Parking and Traffic’s Signal Modeling Program, SYNCHRO.
(1999).
24
San Francisco County Transportation Authority. (2009). Strategic Analysis Report:
Transportation Options for a Better Market Street. San Francisco, CA: SFCTA.
25
San Francisco County Transportation Authority. (n.d.). Market Street Study Technical Report:
Existing Conditions. San Francisco, CA: SFCTA.
26
San Francisco County Transportation Authority. (2009). Strategic Analysis Report:
Transportation Options for a Better Market Street. San Francisco, CA: SFCTA.
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some unintended benefits. Encouraging cycling and walking will help achieve San Francisco’s
air-quality improvement and CO2 emissions reduction targets. Bicycling is already 10 percent
higher on Market Street in the areas that have full bike lanes.27 Focusing on transit, bicycling,
and pedestrians is also good for encouraging more human scaled streets with appropriate fixtures
and safety signals. Besides a reduction in pollution, the noise level on the street may also
decrease, making it a more pleasant place to spend free time. The following section provides
some additional factors to take into consideration before transforming Market Street into a transit
mall.

Primary Conclusions
Volumes of studies have been completed on potential designs for the Market Street boulevard.
This paper does not aim to replicate previous studies by proving how San Francisco can
accomplish its goals and create a better Market Street; rather, it analyzes supplemental factors to
consider before transitioning this street into a transit mall. Each of these factors is based on the
experiences of other cities that have or had a transit mall.

After reviewing the experiences of various cities with regards to their transit malls, there are a
few trends that are apparent in successful malls. First, there tends to be a varied mix of active
uses of the space, including people who use the mall for different reasons like planned events,
tourism, shopping, work, dining, or entertainment. There are also efficient public transportation
systems and strong anchors to bring people to the space. On the other hand, there are common
27

San Francisco Planning Department. (2010). Walking, Bicycling & Public Space on Market
Street: A Public Space, public life study of San Francisco’s most important street. San Francisco,
CA: City and County of San Francisco. Retrieved from http://www.bettermarketstreetsf.org/
docs/MarketStreetReport.pdf.
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problems with transit malls that have lead to their removal. If retail does not thrive, or begins to
deteriorate, the transit mall is often blamed. Retailers cite a lack of visibility as their main
problem because cars are not driving through the area. Transit malls can turn into uncomfortable
or threatening places if loiterers and transients inundate the area, which also leads to
uncomfortable shopping environments. Besides the perception of crime, many transit malls are
removed because the traffic flows in the area are significantly disrupted.

From the information gathered, there are three factors that San Francisco should consider
implementing concurrently to the creation of a transit mall on Market Street. These factors
include:
1. Organization: Creating a coalition of businesses, individuals, institutions, and
government offices that are committed to fundraising and being involved in the area.
Funds will be used to ensure the management, maintenance, and security of the transit
mall so everyone can enjoy it.
2. Promotion: Marketing the downtown by working to enhance its image and hosting
events to bring people to the area.
3. Economic Restructuring: Encouraging complementary development and redevelopment
along the mall and in the immediate vicinity of the mall.

It is evident that transit mall failures are largely attributed to a lack of active, coherent promotion
of special events, a deterioration of public and/or private involvement in the area, or an inability
to attract further development projects to the mall area. A pattern also emerged in successful
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transit malls where the initial impact of the mall is sustained by a dynamic, comprehensive
program of promotional events and activities, carried out by a central managing authority.

There are other factors that contribute to the success or failure of transit malls, but many of these
factors play into the design elements that San Francisco has already extensively studied. A few
examples of the effects on the design of the mall include traffic planning, accessibility, and
timing of the intersection lights.

Case Studies
Cities have increasingly realized the benefits of effectively integrating transit into major
downtown areas. Attitudes toward transit malls have shifted, and cities are more willing to put
transit first. Minneapolis Minnesota constructed the first transit mall in the United States in 1967,
called the Nicollet Mall. Since then, it has been hailed as a national example of urban public
space and an effective transit system. The Nicollet Mall also successfully generated almost $50
million in downtown development within three years of its completion.28 Since 1967, the
“Nicollet model” has been replicated in many cities like Denver, Philadelphia, Portland,
Vancouver, and Chicago. Construction of these projects was encouraged by federal funding from
the Urban Mass Transportation Administration (now known as the FTA).

Cities that have “successful” transit malls are measured by the success of their retail business and
their pedestrian spaces. New York’s Broadway Avenue and the Portland Mall both have a strong
28

Transit Cooperative Research Program. (1998). Transit-Friendly Streets: Design and Traffic
Management Strategies to Support Livable Communities. Washington, DC: Transit Research
Board.
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retail demand and complementary streetscape investments that keep the area attractive, clean,
and inviting. The Portland Mall Management (PMMI) was created to avoid the area’s past
history of neglect and deterioration. Since it’s inception, the PMMI has brought together various
stakeholders to maintain the Portland Mall and keep it business-friendly.29

On the other hand, “failed” transit malls demonstrate the risks of restricting automobiles without
well-designed spaces, attractive and maintained streetscape enhancements, and programmed
activities. State Street in Chicago is the best comparison to Market Street in San Francisco. The
two streets have a similar history, emerging as main commercial streets in the 1870s, and then
being destroyed by fire not too long after.30 The removal of the State Street Mall in 1996 is
credited with bringing back the life to the Loop. However, most criticism was centered around
the poor design and execution of the transit mall. The sidewalk was widened and covered in
flagstone, which made the walkway seem to move. Residents cited that little seemed to change
except that the sidewalks were widened, pedestrian volumes decreased, and transit volumes
increased because the roads were narrower.31 Additionally, the transit function did not improve
and fumes from the buses made it unpleasant to walk down the mall. No effort was made to host
events on State Street that would bring in more people, and no central management authority
existed for the transit mall.

29

Portland Mall Management, Inc. Retrieved from www.portlandmall.org/about-pmmi.htm.
Chicago in 1871 and San Francisco in 1906
31
Nolte, C. (1997, November 24). Chicago’s State Street Mall Called Transit “Disaster.” The
San Francisco Chronicle. Retrieved from http://articles.sfgate.com/1997-1124/news/17761314_1_greater-state-street-council-retail-sales-cable-cars.
30
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Denver32
The 16th Street Transit Mall in Denver is a prime example of a successful transit mall. The one
mile long corridor has helped transform a once decaying downtown street into a vibrant, modern
shopping and entertainment center and the heart of a revitalized city center. It serves a dual role
as both a transit artery and a public space. Over the span of this mall’s 29-year existence, the
economic success of the area has mirrored changes in the local and national economy, but overall
there have been a plethora of positive outcomes from creating this transit mall. The Mall’s free
shuttle attracts more than 63,000 daily transit passengers, and the local retailers generate seven
percent of Denver’s annual sales tax revenue.33

History
Denver grew along the 16th and 17th Street axis, similar to San Francisco’s growth along Market
Street. Informal proposals for a 16th Street mall began in the 1950’s when Denver started
experiencing a decline. Many options were developed in the 1960s and 1970s, but none of the
options were feasible until the 1978 proposal for 16th Street, which included options for full
financing of the project. The transit mall finally opened in October 4, 1982 after a five-phase
construction program. The primary purpose of the mall was its role as a central link in the
region’s transportation network.34

32

See Appendix D for a map of the 16th Street Mall.
21st Century Urban Solutions. (2011). Transportation Planning. Retrieved from
www.21stcenturyurbansolution.wordpress.com.
34
Downtown Denver Partnership. (1988). Downtown Denver’s 16th Street Mall: A National
Example of a Successful Transit/Pedestrian System. Denver, CO: DDP.
33
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Project Implementation
The project consisted of a 14-block mall, a market street transfer station, civic center transfer
station, mall shuttle vehicles, administration offices, and adjacent street reconstruction.35 Shuttles
leave the stations every minute or so, so there is no waiting for a transfer. The shuttles are also
low floor vehicles with three sets of doublewide doors for quick and convenient loading and offloading. The right of way is relatively small for transit mall, only 80 feet across.36 Yet, urban
planners and architects were able to make a well-functioning and inviting space that people want
to be in.

Measures of Success
The design of the 16th Street Transit Mall was modeled after the Nicollet Mall in Minnesota.
Several other malls, like the Vancouver Granville Mall and Portland’s transit mall were also
modeled after this successful design. Even though the mall has been successful since it’s
opening, there were originally concerns from local business owners. They were not excited about
the disruption of business during construction or the prospect of a permanent loss of customers to
suburban malls. They had concerns about merchandise delivery on the street, and based on other
projects, they knew that costs and construction would most likely amount to more than they
planned.37

Downtown Denver Partnership. (1988). Downtown Denver’s 16th Street Mall: A National
Example of a Successful Transit/Pedestrian System. Denver, CO: DDP.
36
Denver Zoning Code. (2010). Article 8. Downtown (D-) Neighborhood Context. Denver, CO:
Retrieved from
http://www.denvergov.org/Portals/646/documents/DZC/62411/8_Downtown_DZC_062411.pdf
37
Downtown Denver Partnership. (1988). Downtown Denver’s 16th Street Mall: A National
Example of a Successful Transit/Pedestrian System. Denver, CO: DDP.
35
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Now downtown Denver is a multi-modal transportation hub where more than 60 percent of
Downtown Denver commuters take transit, bike, walk or carpool to work.38 A free mall ride
shuttle on 16th street, which carries more than 60,000 passengers daily, characterizes the Mall.
The free mall ride is part of a transportation network of 62 bus lines, 10 light rail station, and
14.2 miles of bicycle facilities.39 The 16th Street Mall is the longest transit mall in the United
States to date.

Before construction began, the community expected transit benefits, a nice urban design and
increased retail business activity.40 These outcomes were measurable, and the results illustrate
that the 16th Street Mall has been successful. In 1988, just five years after the mall opened, there
was a reduction in traffic congestion in downtown Denver. With a 50 percent reduction of buses
on downtown streets because of the redesigned transit system, rush hour periods were more
manageable.41 The success of the urban design was measured by the popularity of the street. On
an average day in 1988 there were 70,000 pedestrian trips with 36,000 passengers on the shuttle
buses.42 The use of the shuttle buses was four times the original projection, and has only

38

Downtown Denver Partnership & Downtown Denver Business Improvement District. (2011).
State of Downtown Denver. Denver, CO: DDP.
39
Downtown Denver Partnership & Downtown Denver Business Improvement District. (2011).
State of Downtown Denver. Denver, CO: DDP.
40
Downtown Denver Partnership. (1988). Downtown Denver’s 16th Street Mall: A National
Example of a Successful Transit/Pedestrian System. Denver, CO: DDP.
41
Downtown Denver Partnership. (1988). Downtown Denver’s 16th Street Mall: A National
Example of a Successful Transit/Pedestrian System. Denver, CO: DDP.
42
Downtown Denver Partnership. (1988). Downtown Denver’s 16th Street Mall: A National
Example of a Successful Transit/Pedestrian System. Denver, CO: DDP.
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continued to grow.43 Downtown Denver is currently looking into ways to expand their capacity
to accommodate additional passengers.

In terms of retail business activity, success can be measured through business sales. Denver was
in the middle of a recession when the original figures were compiled in 1988, so business did not
appear to increase too much. However, looking at today’s figures, retail activity though business
sales is much higher on 16th Street than surrounding areas. Downtown Denver does more than a
half-billion dollars in annual sales. Retail sales tax revenues rose 21.7 percent in the fourth
quarter of 2010 compared to a year earlier. Even more telling, the vacancy rate near 16th Street is
4.8 percent, almost half of the Denver area’s overall vacancy rate of 9.4 percent.44 It is also
important to note that these retail establishments range from big chain stores like H&M to small
souvenir shops, fast food restaurants, and even local independent retailers.

Reduced transportation noise and air pollution problems were some unintended benefits of
Denver’s transit mall. Another strategic benefit of the mall included reducing the growth of the
regional bus systems impact on downtown streets, while establishing the mall as a central urban
design. Even more importantly, Denver chose to focus on the management of the 16th Street
mall, which enabled the other improvements to be sustainable. They created the 16th Street mall

Downtown Denver Partnership. (1988). Downtown Denver’s 16th Street Mall: A National
Example of a Successful Transit/Pedestrian System. Denver, CO: DDP.
44
Downtown Denver Partnership & Downtown Denver Business Improvement District. (2011).
State of Downtown Denver. Denver, CO: DDP.
43
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Management District for critical management, maintenance, security, and programming. It also
strengthened key public private partnerships.45

Organization
According to local government officials in Denver, their public private partnerships were
essential to the mall’s success.46 First, different responsibilities were given to different
organizations. The Regional Transportation District handled transit services; mall maintenance
was delegated to the Mall Management District; the Denver Partnership focused on mall
management; and both the Mall Management District and the Denver Partnership handled mall
development. Additionally, downtown property owners agreed to pay for a special maintenance
and security services. They created a benefit district bound by 14th and 18th streets, with 70
blocks and 870 property owners.47

Since officials knew it would not be worthwhile to build the mall without increased maintenance,
security, and service needs, they passed an amendment to the Denver city charter to maintain the
mall through a Business Improvement District (BID), administered by a five-member board of
directors.48 This Board approved the budget for the District, and then the City established
contracts to provide those services. The City Manager of Public Works is the chairman of this
Board, and owners of properties in the area are also represented.
Downtown Denver Partnership. (1988). Downtown Denver’s 16th Street Mall: A National
Example of a Successful Transit/Pedestrian System. Denver, CO: DDP.
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Downtown Denver Partnership. About Business Improvement District. Retrieved from
www.downtowndenver.com/AboutUs?BusinessImprovementDistrict.
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In 2010 the BID spent more than $1 million on street maintenance and improvements.49 The
latest annual report for the BID, which was published for the 2007 fiscal year, illustrated that the
crime rate and presence of panhandling on the 16th Street Mall was the lowest in four years.50
BID Ambassadors and outreach workers continued to implement Denver’s Road Home policies
with the help of the Denver Police and the St. Francis Center Homeless Outreach Program. Other
focuses include enhancing the pedestrian environment, upgrading the streetscape, and increasing
the vending program revenue by 9.5 percent by growing the number of vendors, sidewalk cafes,
and activities on the Mall.51

Source: Downtown Denver Business Improvement District
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Urban Land Institute. (2008). 16th Street Mall, Denver, Colorado: Building on Success.
Washington, DC: ULI.
50
Downtown Denver Business Improvement District. (2008). 2007-2008 Annual Report.
Denver, CO: Downtown Denver Business Improvement District. Retrieved from
http://downtowndenver.com/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=PXJGHRUK6bo%3d&tabid=125&mid=
494.
51
Downtown Denver Business Improvement District. (2008). 2007-2008 Annual Report.
Denver, CO: Downtown Denver Business Improvement District. Retrieved from
http://downtowndenver.com/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=PXJGHRUK6bo%3d&tabid=125&mid=
494.
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Promotion
Soon after opening the 16th Street Transit Mall, business owners realized that different segments
of business had different needs. The sole act of bringing people to the area did not guarantee
business. The mall management learned from these experiences and began to focus on specific
activities such as annual events and parades, art exhibitions, concerts, and farmers markets. They
have become known for their Spring Fever, 4th of July celebration, A Taste of Colorado, art
exhibitions, and the Parade of Lights. Most recently they put together an experience called Your
Keys to the City, where 17 painted pianos were placed on the mall for the public to enjoy.52 They
also promote dining, shopping, and entertainment in the area by developing special
publications.53 The biggest lesson from this case study is that it is important to understand the
profile of downtown businesses and what each type of business needs. It will be much easier to
promote the right event once the City determines whom it is trying to attract and what the
purpose of the event is supposed to be.

Below are the Downtown Denver Partnership’s revenues and expenditures for 2010-2011. They
spent just over $1.5 million on “experience,” which includes programming as well as marketing
materials and commercials encouraging people to visit the 16th Street Mall.
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Downtown Denver Partnership. (2011). Annual Report 2010-2011. Denver, CO: Downtown
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Economic
Development
8%

2010-2011 Expenditures
0%

Housing
1%
Connections
2% Environment
14%

Leadership
26%
Experience
28%
Administration
21%

2010- 2011 Revenue Sources
Category
Contracts for Services
Earned Income

Amount
$2,107,106
$514,025

Grants and
Sponsorships

$1,452,056

Interest & Other
Sources
Membership

$30,000
$965,299

A Taste of Colorado
(Net)

Total

Category

Costs

Leadership

$1,469,094

Administration

$1,150,233

Experience

$1,575,395

Environment

$762,356

Connections

$124, 110

Housing

$40,420

Economic
Development

$451,025

$329,472
Total

A Taste of Colorado
Rev

2010-2011 Expenditures

$3,860,392
$9,258,350

$5,448,523
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A Taste of
Colorado
(Net)
6%

2010- 2011 Revenue Sources
Membership
18%
Interest & Other
Sources
1%

Contracts for
Services
Grants and
39%
Sponsorships
27%
Earned Income
9%

Source: Downtown Denver Partnership
Economic Restructuring
Since 1990, Downtown Denver has experienced more than $6 billion in investment, including
more than $2 billion in public investment. The breakdown of this investment is as follows, 39
percent on entertainment venues and attractions, 15 percent on transportation, 18 percent on
housing, 13 percent on offices, 14 percent on tourism and retail investment, and 1 percent on
parks.54

The Downtown Denver Partnership worked with the Office of Economic Development to create
the best strategy for development in the area. A few highlights of major development projects
include the 1992 design to extend the mall to Denver Union Station, which is in the process of
being redeveloped into a multimodal transportation hub for the region. In 2002, the Millennium
Bridge was designed as an extension of the pedestrian spine into the Central Platte Valley.
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Downtown Denver Partnership. (2009). Development and Planning. Retrieved from
http://www.downtowndenver.com/Business/DevelopmentandPlanning/tabid/118/Default.aspx.
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In 1998, the Denver Pavilions made downtown a destination through new retail space,
restaurants, and movie theaters. The project was realized with $24 million in subsidies from the
Denver Urban Renewal Authority.55 Nearby, the Denver Dry Building was one of the first
projects to reintroduce affordable housing to Downtown Denver. Completed in phases from 1993
to 1997, the mixed-use and mixed-income building combines shops, offices, rental apartments,
and loft condominiums.56 The next phase of redevelopment looks like it will be focused on the
16th Street Mall itself.57 Since opening in 1982, time has worn a lot of the structures, and several
infrastructure and operational challenges need to be addressed before they fall into disrepair.58

Overall, the 16th Street Mall makes travel within the central business district fast, easy, and
convenient. People do not have to exert much effort to move from one place to another in the
downtown area, making business meetings easy to attend and allowing errands to be run in a
timely manner for people who spend time there during the week. Not only is the mall beneficial
for its users because it has cut the amount of time spent using transit, it is also better for the
environment and more sustainable than car and highway based transportation models.
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Sacramento59
Sacramento’s transit mall has not had nearly as much success as the one in Denver. The fourblock section of K Street was just reopened to cars in November 2011 in an effort to revitalize
the K Street corridor. Efforts to change and improve the K Street Mall have been underway since
the 1980s, but despite the intent, K Street has not yet reverted to a thriving central street.
However, Sacramento’s K Street Mall also evolved in a much different manner, originally
beginning as a pedestrian mall.

History
K Street was Sacramento’s original main street. Its location was selected in the 1840s because it
provided the most direct route to Sutter’s Fort from the River.60 After gold-seekers started
arriving, K Street became the main business and commerce street. Over the years, K Street
continued to be the premier spot in Sacramento with hotels, movie theaters, and major
department stores located at the center of town with easy access from surrounding
neighborhoods by streetcar. The era of K Street’s greatest vitality was during the early 1900s
through the 1940s. Then the American lifestyle changed and people began using automobiles
while concurrently moving farther away from the city center to the suburbs. The busy traffic and
limited parking around K Street caused many people to relocate or shift their shopping habits.61
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See Appendix E for a map of K Street area.
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By the 1940s through 1960s, few people were within walking distance of K Street, and the area
suffered.62

Project Implementation
K Street was originally closed off to traffic in 1969 after a ten-year battle to reverse the exodus
of shoppers from the downtown area.63 Automobile traffic was restricted from 7th Street to 13th
Street, and the pedestrian mall opened to fanfare in 1971. However, Sacramento’s central
business district was declining, and considered “all but dead” before the mall opened.64
Originally the mall was pedestrian only, and had the primary goal of banning cars. “Pedestrians
were given an environment in which traffic would not bother them, so they could become
leisurely shoppers like people in the suburbs.”65 Designers of the original mall wanted people to
interact with the landscape so they fashioned concrete fountains representing California’s
mountains and valleys. Residents and visitors alike criticized the designs as an eyesore.66

In the spring of 1984, city planners, architects, merchants, community groups, and the
Sacramento Transit Development Agency began working to transform the K street Mall once
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again.67 Light rail was built along the mall and completed in 1987 in the effort to bring more
business to the district and boost the activity on the street. The original designs and fountains
were removed when they installed the light-rail system, but there was still little success in
revitalizing the area at that time.

Measures of Success
K Street is characterized as a retail zone and entertainment zone, with office space, residences,
theaters, hotels, and open spaces in the areas surrounding the Mall. In 2006, a five-year
implementation strategy was adopted to reenergize K Street, including attracting new housing to
the area, improving public spaces, and renovating cultural and entertainment facilities.68 There
has been a lot of effort in this process, but K Street still has some issues, particularly near the
intersection of 7th and K Streets. This area continues to be a problem for crime, drug and alcohol
abuse, and vandalism.69 Some of the challenges for fixing these issues lie in the fact that liquor
stores, single room occupancy hotels, and transient populations are all located nearby.

Vacancy rates in the downtown area have steadily increased over the years; however, the current
13.9 percent vacancy on K Street is relatively low in comparison to other areas in the region.70
There has also been a 13 percent decrease in overall sales tax revenue in the downtown district of
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Sacramento.71 Decreasing revenues and increasing vacancy rates were part of the reason
Sacramento chose to reopen K Street to automobiles. Although K Street was a transit mall until
recently, the Mall was not a hub for big volumes of transit riders or pedestrians like Denver and
San Francisco.

Efforts to Succeed
By reintroducing cars to K Street, Sacramento hopes to increase economic activity by increasing
access and visibility.72 Local government officials also believe that bringing back cars will add
an element of safety by creating more “eyes on the street.” The goal of bringing back cars to the
area is the same goal the City had when they decided to close off the street: restoring a once
thriving retail, commercial, and entertainment corridor.

Organization
Sacramento did initiate a management program for the mall, but not until the area was already
hurting in 1995, decades after the original mall opened. The Downtown Sacramento Partnership
(DSP) is a private, non-profit organization dedicated to the improvement of Sacramento’s
Central Business District. It oversees the maintenance, safety, and revitalization programs that
happen downtown.73 Since the K Street Mall opened in 1971, there was a big time lapse without
proper management of the area. DSP now has a community service department with a clean
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streets team, community service guides, and navigators who focus on homeless outreach.74 These
programs have been attributed to the gradual revitalization of K Street since they were initiated,
and the newest Downtown Community Prosecutor position is also being received well.

In addition to the DSP’s many management and safety programs, they have begun a downtown
patrol that is operated by bike and on foot seven days a week, ten hours a day.75 The DSP was
established by property and business owners in 1995 and was the first Property Business
Improvement District (PBID) in the state of California. It was established as a proactive private
sector initiative to stabilize downtown streets and initiate economic development and marketing
initiatives.76 A PBID is a public-private partnership in which businesses in a defined area elect to
pay an assessment in order to fund improvements within a district.

Like the Downtown Denver Partnership, the DSP receives its support mainly from property
assessment in the district. The DSP operates within a 66-block radius, has a 31 board members
and an annual budget of $3.6 million.77 Currently there are 494 parcels in this area, and the
PBID, which was amended into the Sacramento City Charter, has been approved until 2015.78
The breakdown of their services in this budget can be seen below.
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Source: Downtown Sacramento Partnership
Promotion
The DSP also takes on the role of organizing events and promoting activities on K Street. They
learned from other cities and also began producing Friday night concerts in the park, farmers
markets, and a holiday ice rink. Compared to the Downtown Denver Partnership, DSP spends a
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fraction on their budget on marketing. They do have a much more prominent issue with safety
than in Denver, but even with programs now addressing entertainment and activities on the K
Street mall, there are no hugely innovative programs that draw people to the space.

Economic Restructuring
Sacramento does not have the exact figure of their investment and development projects in
Downtown Sacramento readily available to the public. They do, however, have a five year
Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment Strategy that was published in 2000. The first
redevelopment strategy was published in 1995 to help guide the development priorities.79 Before
that, the redevelopment plans in Sacramento began in the 1970s, but prior to 1995 there was no
centralized body producing the plans that guided redevelopment strategy based on statistics and
uses. The majority of redevelopment projects focused on reviving K Street, removing the
structures they built before, installing light rail, and then reviving the area again.80 These
expensive plans brought a few visitors to the area during the day, but the city still emptied out at
night.

One of the big redevelopments at the moment is the 700 and 800 block of K Street. The adjacent
area is still being emphasized as the core section for public and private investment. In recent
years, the redevelopment efforts have become more diversified. Examples of redevelopment in
the area have expanded to include the Greyhound Bus Station, the Docks Promenade, and the
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Cathedral Building, along with several other hotels, housing, and office buildings.81 Of note,
Sacramento spent a lot more time on housing development projects in the past, but has altered
their course since the housing meltdown when vacancy rates soared in the area. They are now
focusing on more entertainment venues and attractions, which have proven successful for cities
like Denver. Reinvestment in downtown is now a top priority of the City of Sacramento.
Planning efforts are underway to encourage development opportunities that will further spur
local tourism and convention growth, establish downtown as an attractive regional destination,
and create additional catalyst projects.82

Factors Unique to San Francisco
Market Street is a lively area with street vendors, chess players, tourists, homeless people, people
eating lunch, workers, and farmers markets, among other things. Many different land uses exist
down the span of Market Street including the government buildings near civic center, the
entertainment facilities and housing options near mid-market, retail and tourist-centered
businesses and hotels beginning at 5th Street, and the business and financial office buildings
closest to the Embarcadero. There is a perception that it is unsafe to be on Market Street
particularly between 5th and 7th Streets because of the prominence of adult theaters and the
homeless. However, the various uses for the street illustrates that Market Street is a hub and is
crucial to the functioning of San Francisco.
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Virtually all transit malls have been built in areas suffering from economic decline. San
Francisco’s Market Street is still a vibrant area and attracts many people for work, travel, leisure,
and entertainment. Converting to a transit mall would not require as much emphasis on retail’s
development and success in San Francisco, but this factor could not be entirely ignored.
However, the mid-market area is another story and has been a problem area for San Francisco for
a long time. No one solution has worked yet; but if plans for redeveloping the area continue, the
city and its partners should be able to manage the amount of blight in the area.

Some of the factors that make San Francisco unique are that Market Street has no on street
parking east of 8th Street, and there is no direct access to garages, like other cities had.83 This
means the transition to a transit mall would not cause significant disruption to the flow of traffic.
Additionally, most people do not choose to drive on Market Street. Previous studies revealed that
the majority of drivers on Market Street were tourists or people who were routed there via
GPS.84

San Francisco is also larger, denser, and less auto dependent than the cities it is compared to.85
Denver and Sacramento are continuing to grow at rapid rates, while San Francisco’s population
is increasing gradually. Even knowing these unique aspects of Market Street, there is a concern
about the impact of economic vitality from the loss of access to Market Street. The fear of
attracting vagrants and loiters also makes stakeholders concerned about making the street more
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dangerous and thus losing business.86 Market Street lacks some of the fundamental elements
found in great urban spaces, such as user-friendly public space.87 There are poor seating options
for people in this area. By creating better spaces, people would be more encouraged to spend
time on Market Street and stay in the area until later in the evening.

Conclusion
San Francisco has many different organizations that are involved in the study of Market Street.
Already the Municipal Transit Agency, MUNI, the Department of Public Works, Department of
Parking and Transit, the Mayor’s Office, the Planning Department, and local stakeholders such
as the bicycle coalition, local property owners and residents are involved in creating a better
Market Street. By creating one centralized management district, specific roles could be defined
and enforced for the various agencies, organizations, and community partners.

Many people do not feel safe walking through the rougher areas of Market Street. If this area is
not properly managed, homelessness and safety could become an even bigger issue. Thus,
developing a centralized management district that handles mall management and security for
Market Street would be beneficial. Even if gradual changes are made to Market Street,
organizing a central management district sooner rather than later could help combat some of the
obstacles to successful implementation of ideas in the area.
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Through this centralized business district, Market Street would also benefit from marketing and
event management. Farmer’s Markets and events like Off The Grid attract people by bringing
them out of their offices during the weekdays. Many of the big parades and celebrations take
place on Market Street, which brings in people from all over the City and the region. Besides
these big parades and events, there is not as much of a reason for San Francisco residents to
regularly visit Market Street on the weekend. The area could increase retail sales and the
ambiance on Market Street by creating a Sunday Streets program on Market Street or by
implementing other fun activities, festivals, or events that draw people downtown and create a
more lively and inviting atmosphere on the street.

In order for both the management and security function, and the event management and
promotion function to work on Market Street, the partnerships and coalitions will need to be
strengthened. Public private partnerships are becoming more and more popular throughout the
country, and San Francisco could learn from their models. Not only would these partnership help
the central business management district, but they could also help guide the redevelopment in the
area.

Redevelopment plans are also important for building a successful transit mall. Areas that have
made their transit mall a destination in their City have put their resources into enhancing the
surrounding areas to attract even more people to the central city area. Denver redeveloped nearby
transit stations, arenas, and residential areas, creating a hip place to be. Sacramento on the other
hand spent a lot of redevelopment money on K Street itself, before expanding to the surrounding
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areas. San Francisco already has projects in the works, like the Transbay Terminal that would
connect thousands of people to downtown San Francisco, many of which would end up on
Market Street on any given day. There are also redevelopment plans near mid-market that are
bringing in companies like Twitter. By creating a specific redevelopment plan around the Market
Street project, the likelihood is much greater that the effort to make Market Street car-free will
be successful.

A transit corridor offers an advantageous mix of uses for many different types of people. On a
street like Market Street, where there are separate activity nodes, the transit corridor can integrate
the various uses by making them easily accessible. Should planners and city officials decide to
move forward with restricting automobiles on Market Street, they should also consider a decision
to implement additional features to make the transit mall safe, well maintained, lively, and
interesting. Transit malls cannot be viewed as the only solution to resolve downtown business
problems or revitalize declining areas. Building a transit mall must be viewed as a step, not an
end result of a project to either redeem or retain the vitality and value of a downtown area.
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B

Source: Walking, Bicycling & Public Space on Market Street (2009)
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C
Market Street Physical Characteristics
Octavia to Van Ness
Curb- to Curb Width
70’ to 88’
Sidewalks
16’ typical
Lanes

2 mixed flow lanes
each way.

Parking and Loading

Continuous parallel
parking, tow away at
peak
Discontinuous bike
lane and bike route
Single row.

Bicycle Facilities
Trees
Source: SFCTA

Van Ness to 8th
68’ average
26’ typical (8’ at
subway portals)
Transit only inside
lane both directions to
5th. 2 outside mixed
flow lanes merge to
one before each
intersection
None.

8th to Steuart
50’ to 54’
35’ typical (8’ at
subway portals)
No transit lanes east
of 5th. One outside
mixed flow lane
between 8th and 5th.
Two mixed flow lanes
east of 5th.
Regular loading bays.

Bike Route.

Bike Route.

Single row. No
median.

Double row both
sides. No median.
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D

Source: Urban Land Institute (2008)
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E

Source: Downtown Sacramento Partnership Annual Report (2010).
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F

G

Population
Mean Travel Time
to Work
Businesses
Retail Sales
Land Area (sq.miles)
Persons per sq. mile
Source: US Census 2010

San Francisco
805,235
29.1 minutes

Denver
600,158
24.6 minutes

Sacramento
466,488
23.6 minutes

105,030
$12,399.960
46.87
17,179

65,515
$6,835,351
153
3,922

35,990
$4,307,544
97.92
4,764.2

